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Vishakha Jindal

These compositions Rugs serve as a poignant reflection of the artist’s
childhood memories, unveiling the subtle yet profound elements of
play.  'Sun Kissed' captures the absurdity of chasing sunsets and
sunrises, while 'Bounce'' embodies the unwavering pursuit of a
bouncing ball and the pride in catching it. 'Moonchild' tenderly
connects children with the moon, a bright shiny ball floating in the
night sky, what must the child wonder?  while 'Swing' invites us to
revisit the neighborhood park—the pendulous motion of swings, slides,
and the mesmerizing kinetics of play.

Artist Note

Vishakha’s layered collages made with cutouts of
painted canvas seamlessly transform into hand-
knotted fine silk and wool rugs.



"Capturing the hues of the sky in tangerine and ochre, a
memory of a fish-tail shaped mountain while chasing the

sun"

Handknotted          Silk & Wool          5X7          1,40,000/- 



"Intuitive and gentle, radiant yet calm, gazing into
the night's blue sky"

Handknotted          Silk & Wool          5X7          1,40,000/- 



"Step in to explore, a space that charms endlessly.
Laughter, chaos and play brew together"

Handknotted          Silk & Wool          5X7          1,40,000/- 



"Thrown with joy, chased relentlessly
In the quest to capture the elusive ball"

Handknotted          Silk & Wool          5X7          1,40,000/- 



"Thrown with joy, chased relentlessly
In the quest to capture t he elusive ball"

Handknotted          Silk & Wool          5X7          1,40,000/- 



Cocoon Fine Rugs is an award-winning premier carpet
brand based out of Mumbai, India, and is recognized for
its sophisticated, modern designs and unique
interpretation of classic Persian rugs produced using
only the finest raw materials. 

Cocoon has flagship galleries in Mumbai, Delhi,
Bangalore, Kolkata, Hyderabad and Jaipur. The
beautiful galleries house exclusive contemporary rugs
as well as oriental carpets with a fresh twist. Each piece
is hand-made and created with love using the finest
natural materials including pure silk and wool. 

The signature collections are an influence from Ayush
and Smriti’s personal travels around the world
including Barcelona, Paris, Chicago, and London.
Besides carrying its own in-house collections, the brand
also collaborates with leading interior designers and
fashion houses like Ashiesh Shah, Studio PKA, Falguni
Shane Peacock, and JJ Valaya to name a few. 

We invite you to enjoy our signature range of fine
oriental rugs and contemporary carpets in our
galleries and assure you, at Cocoon, you will find
more than one way to indulge your floor!

About



Founded in 2004, Priyasri Art Gallery has been extremely
responsive to the evolving language of art and nurturing a
gamut of artistic practices and expression. The gallery is
dedicated to its role of exhibiting modern, contemporary,
and experimental; besides focusing on the showcasing
young artists we also represent avante garde artist like
Akbar Padamsee and masters like Jogen Chaudhury. It
also provides artists’, studio facility in the art hub of India-
Baroda with its AQ@Priyasri- The Artist Studio since
2003 and has recently launched a studio dedicated to
the art of printmaking. 

Writes Corry Bell, “Ok now (not tomorrow), we have again
two versions on this business of Art. One says this: Art is
creativity, curiosity, and new things happening in your
mind and life. It’s an emerging surprise, it’s even a shock;
it's liberation. The danger it confronts is death by Museum,
the imprisonment of the curator’s frame. To avoid it, it
needs to keep on the move, nomadically in step with new
recourses and technologies. The other voice says:
Creativity and Curiosity belong everywhere. But there is
one strange thing with this species, and that is the way it
can wrap its hands and heart and eyes around a piece of
inert matter and coax it into life.” 

“Gallery Priyasri” seems to address both these voices
through a voice of its own”.
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